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Abstract. This paper discusses a wind profile estimation algorithm for laser guide star tomography adaptive
optics systems, which generalizes a previously published slope detection and ranging turbulence profiler [Gilles
and Ellerbroek, J. Opt. Soc. Am. A27, A76 (2010)] to the case of spatio-temporal cross-correlations between a
single or multiple pairs of wavefront sensors. The estimated wind profile is fed to a computationally efficient
Distributed Kalman Filter to perform atmospheric tomography. Residual wavefront error is assessed for the Thirty
Meter Telescope and compared to that of a static, single-frame, minimum mean square error estimator. We found
that the superior turbulence rejection of the Kalman filter is a delicate feature requiring wind profile estimation to
better than ~20% accuracy.

1. Introduction
Tomographic wavefront reconstruction using laser guide stars (LGSs) is under development for
adaptive optics (AO) systems on extremely large telescopes (ELTs) [1-4], and a large amount of work
has been performed in the last few years to develop computationally efficient algorithms and
techniques to solve the challenging tomography step [5-9]. It has recently been shown that a nonnegligible improvement in residual wavefront error (WFE) can be achieved with a predictive
distributed Kalman filter (DKF), under the assumption of frozen flow and accurate knowledge of the
turbulence and wind profiles [10]. Poyneer has studied in detail the validity of the frozen flow
hypothesis, and found that the atmosphere is stable enough over 10s intervals for predictive Kalman
filter algorithms to measure and adapt to the prevailing atmospheric conditions [11]. Along those lines,
she has developed a computationally efficient Fourier-based predictive Kalman filter that is
implemented on the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) high-contrast AO system [12,13]. Her algorithm
identifies layers of frozen flow, but does not provide information on the altitude of those layers. Such
information is important for tomographic controllers, and Wang has shown that it can be retrieved from
slope detection and ranging (SLODAR), i.e. spatio-temporal cross-correlations between the
measurements of different wavefront sensors (WFSs) [14]. His algorithm tracks correlation peaks and
has been implemented on the Gemini multi conjugate adaptive optics (MCAO) system (GeMS) [15].
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The algorithm discussed in this paper is based on earlier work by the authors on turbulence (Cn2)
profiling via SLODAR [16], but instead of tracking correlation peaks, the algorithm relies on a linear
model relating the SLODAR data to the product of the wind and Cn2 profiles, therefore requiring two
separate estimation steps.
Two important Monte Carlo simulation results are presented in this paper for the Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT) LGS MCAO system: (i) in the limit of perfect Cn2 and wind profile information,
DKF provides ~35nm lower residual wavefront error (WFE) than a static minimum mean square error
(MMSE) estimator augmented with a perfect predictor (a result that holds both at finite and infinite
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), illustrating the improved turbulence rejection properties of Kalman
filtering as reported in [17]), and (ii) coupled with the Cn2 and wind profiling algorithm discussed in
this paper, the performance gain drops to just a few nm, illustrating that accurate (better than ~20%
error level) wind profile information is required for tomographic Kalman filters to retain their
performance advantage. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a top-level description of
the Cn2 and wind profile estimation algorithm, and simulation results are presented in Section 3.

2. Cn2 and wind profile estimation algorithm top-level description
We start with the mathematical expression of SLODAR data:
bj ( )  m ( x p , t )m' ( x p  d j , t   )

x p ,t

(2.1)

where x p denotes the 2D pupil plane coordinate,   x, y denotes measurement direction, j is the
baseline number, d j the baseline vector, m and m ' the pair of measurements, and  time delay. Note
that baseline vectors d j in (2.1) should be chosen to span a 2D vector space in order to provide 360deg
velocity direction sensitivity. Baselines aligned along a line are insensitive to a velocity vector
orthogonal to that line. A Fourier expression for m ( x p , t  0) was developed in [16]. Assuming frozen
flow, i.e. phase at layer k evolving according to k ( x ', y ', t )  k ( x ' v k t , y ' v k t , t  0) allows us to express
(2.1) as follows:
bj ( )   kl1 Ajk ( , v k ) pk
n

(2.2)

where pk  r0,k5/3 (strength of turbulence layer k ), and Ajk ( , v k ) is a nonlinear function of v k given by
Eq.(24) in [16] with the following substitution:
PSD0 ( f k' )  PSD0 ( f k' , )  PSD0 ( f k' ) exp(2i f k'T v k )

(2.3)

where f k' denotes the 2D spatial frequency vector for layer k in a cone coordinate system, and PSD0 is a
unit strength von Kármán power spectral density (PSD). The complex exponential can be expanded in
Taylor series to yield:
b( )  A(v, ) p  b(  0)   Cq   ( 2 )

(2.4)

where q is a concatenated vector with components qx ( y )  pv x ( y ) (component-wise multiplications), and
block ( ,  ) of matrix C is expressed as follows:
C j ,k ,    1 | k |2 PSD0 ( f k' )2i f k',  

x k d j  hk 

(2.5)
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where  1 denotes inverse Fourier transform, k  1  hk / H  1 is the cone compression factor for layer
k ,  the 2D angular subtense of the LGS WFS pair under consideration,   x, y the spatial frequency

directing coupling to wind velocity component  , and k a geometrical factor that depends on k ,
subaperture size and stencil used to assemble m ( x p , t ) from the open-loop (or pseudo-open loop) slopes
to provide insensitivity to at least tip/tilt (see [16] for details). The zero time delay SLODAR vector is
given by
b(  0)  Bp

(2.6)

where block  of matrix B  A(  0) is given by (2.5) without the 2i f k',  factor in the integrand. In
order to factor out  , we define the following central difference:
 b( ) 

b( )  b(  )
 Cq   ( 2 )
2

(2.7)

The  ( 2 ) term in (2.4) and (2.7) is nonlinear in  . We have verified that for small lags    0 , where
 0 denotes the atmospheric coherence time, this term is ~2 orders of magnitude smaller than the linear

one and can therefore be neglected (it entails a sub-percent level estimation error). The Cn2 profile p
and velocity weighted profile q are solved for independently via least-squares fit:
pˆ  B†b(0), qˆ  (C T C ) 1 C T  b( ),

(2.8)

and the wind profile is finally retrieved by component-wise division:
v x ( y )  qˆ x ( y ) / pˆ

(2.9)

The Cn2 estimator, B† , is assembled to guarantee pˆ k  0 (see [16] for details). A couple of remarks are
in order. (i) The component-wise division in (2.9) is subject to error amplification for weak layers
whose strength is at the percent level. Such layers should be masked. It is also desirable to constrain the
domain of possible velocity vectors, and mask those falling outside this domain. (ii) The direction of
v k is equal to that of qˆk since v y / v x  qˆ y / qˆ x and is therefore independent of p̂ .

3. Simulation Results
In this Section, we discuss Monte Carlos simulation results assessing the performance of the above Cn2
and wind profile estimation algorithms when implemented on the TMT LGS MCAO system [3]. This
system is equipped with 6 60x60 LGS WFSs with an equivalent subaperture size at the telescope
aperture plane equal to  sa  D / 60  0.5 m, a pentagonal asterism of 70arcsec diameter plus a LGS onaxis, and 2 deformable mirrors (DMs) conjugate to ground level and 12km altitude and driven in closed
loop at 800Hz by a tomographic MMSE matrix vector multiply reconstructor using pseudo open loop
control [18]. This large (~31K x 7K) control matrix is updated at 0.1Hz using a Fourier Domain
Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (FDPCG) algorithm [10]. Embedded in the control matrix is an
intermediate 6-layer tomography step, essential to the meet with margin the 191nm root-mean-square
(RMS) WFE requirement averaged over the 17arcsec x 17arcsec science instrument field of view. The
following representative integrated turbulence parameters were simulated [19] (all values are quoted at
a reference wavelength of 500nm): Fried parameter r0  17.8 cm, isoplanatic angle 0  2.8 arcsec,
generalized isoplanatic angle  2  11 arcsec and Greenwood frequency f G  23 Hz. Layer altitudes were
chosen to match those given by the SLODAR geometry for a 70arcsec wide LGS pair, and wind
velocity directions were chosen randomly. The simulated synthetic profile is given in Table 1. All
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simulations used a LGS WFS signal level of 750 photo-detected electrons per subaperture per frame,
16x6 pixels per subaperture aligned radially to model a polar coordinate detector with pixels aligned
along the elongation direction for the central launch projection geometry [20], and a constrained
matched filter processing subaperture pixel intensities into slopes [21].

Table 1 Simulated Cn2 and wind profiles.
Altitude (km)

0

2.85

5.5

8

10.4

12.6

Wind speed (m/s)

5.4

9.7

15.7

20.5

17.1

13.9

Wind direction (deg)

-156

120

45

104

-53

69

Weights (%)

52

26

8

4

4

6

3.1. Known Cn2 and Wind profiles
We start by reviewing the performance of the static MMSE and DKF algorithms without and with
perfect wind profile knowledge as reported in [10]. Results are summarized in the top 4 legend entries
of Figure 1, and illustrate the non-negligible performance advantage of DKF when the wind velocity
profile is perfectly known. The magnitude of this effect is around 35nm RMS in quadrature compared
to the MMSE estimator combined with perfect prediction. The bottom 4 legend entries of Figure 1
illustrate that the performance advantage is retained in noise-free simulations, i.e. in the idealized
infinite signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) case. This important result suggests that DKF and MMSE have a
similar noise gain, but DKF can be tuned to yield superior turbulence rejection than the static MMSE
estimator.

Figure 1 Estimated performance (RMS WFE averaged over 17arcsec x 17arcsec) for static and DKF
estimators, without or with perfect prediction for the case of noisy and noise-free WFS pixel intensities.

3.2. Estimated Cn2 and Wind profiles
Next, we study whether the SLODAR algorithm described in Section 2 is accurate enough for DKF to
retain its superior turbulence rejection when coupled to it. For this purpose, we accumulated covariance
matrix elements (2.1) during 5,200 frames (6.5sec), which corresponds to the number of measurements
per LGS WFS and guarantees that the individual measurement covariance and cross-covariance
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matrices are full rank
k. We chosee to set the tiime delay too 1 frame, i.ee.   Ts , wheere Ts  1 / 8000 sec. For
o a single LGS WFS pair, and seelected 18
simplicitty, we chosee to run thee SLODAR algorithm on
baseliness spanning a narrow 1-ssubaperture wide
w
stripe as
a shown in Figure 2. Figure
F
3 illusstrates the
resultingg C matrix defined
d
in (22.5), as welll as C T C . Note
N
that bo
oth matricess are reasonnably well
conditionned. The estimated
e
w
wind
profiless (either witth known or
o estimated Cn2 profilles in the
denominnator of (2.9))) are displayyed in Tablee 2, together with relativee estimation errors. The following
commennts are in ord
der: (i) the Greenwood frequency iss accurately estimated around
a
22.5H
Hz in both
cases, w
which is a sm
mall 2% errorr from the trruth, but (ii) largest wind
d speed erroors are on thee order of
~18% onn the dominaant 3 lowest llayers, and increase
i
to ~21%
~
to 34%
% on top layeers when the estimated
Cn2 proofile is used in (2.9), (iii) largest wind
w
directioon errors aree on the ordder of 13%. Figure 4
illustratees that such a level of acccuracy brings DKF’s perrformance at the same levvel as that off the static
MMSE estimator co
ombined witth perfect prediction,
p
i..e. the 35nm
m performan
nce gain desscribed in
Section 33.1 has unforrtunately beeen lost.

Figure 2 Basseline vectorr geometry foor a single LG
GS WFS paiir.

Figure 3: Sample foorward matriix C (left) an
nd C T C (rigght) for the case
c
of a currvature stenccil applied
,
 y  (0, sa ) .
to slopess, i.e. m ( x p )  s ( x p   )  2 s ( x p )  s ( x p   ) with
w  x  ( sa ,0),

Table 2 Estimated wind profilees and relativve errors.
Wind speed
d with knownn Cn2 (m/s)

4.55

10.2

18.4
1

17.7

16.3

12.66

Wind speed
d relative erroor from truthh (%)

17

-5

-17
-

14

5

9

Wind speed
d with Cn2 esstimate (m/s))

4.77

8.9

18.2
1

16.2

22.9

11.66

Wind speed
d relative erroor from truthh (%)

13

8

-16
-

21

-34

17

Wind directtion (deg)

-1555

123

51
5

107

-46

66

Wind directtion error froom truth (%)

1

-2.5

-13
-

-3

13

4
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Figure 4 Estimated performance (RMS WFE averaged over 17arcsec x 17arcsec) for static and DKF
estimators, without, with perfect or imperfect prediction.

4. Conclusions
We have discussed a SLODAR-based Cn2 and wind profile estimation algorithm and have evaluated
its performance when coupled to either a static tomographic MMSE estimator or a tomographic
distributed Kalman filter. We found that the superior turbulence rejection of the Kalman filter is a
delicate feature requiring wind profile estimation to better than ~20% accuracy. More analysis is
needed to understand the limitations of the proposed algorithm as well as its behavior to sense
unreconstructed turbulence layers. These questions will be addressed in a forthcoming publication.
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